
A GUIDE TO PHONE-BASED 
PASSWORD PROTECTION 
(SAMPLE CODE INCLUDED)



The increasing frequency of password breaches, 
along with other forms of cyber attack, make strong 
password authentication critical to business success. 
According to a study by the Ponemon Institute 
published October 2012, cyber attacks are up 42 
percent over last year. Each company in the study 
experienced a successful attack 1.8 times a week. 
Cyber crime cost these companies between $1.4 
million to $46 million each year per company. Small 
companies suffered more than big ones, with an 
average per capita cost of $1,324 versus $305.
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Password breaches alone cost companies an 
average of $5.5 million each, or $194 per each record 
breached, according to a separate Ponemon Institute 
study.

That’s the bad news. The good news is phone-based 
authentication represents a fast and easy way to 
increase password security today.

Phone-based authentication is a form of multi-factor authentication that uses your phone 
as a second or third factor. With multi-factor authentication, a person’s ability to access 
an online account is determined by a combination of something they know (frequently a 
password), something they have (a phone, smart card, key fob or token) and something 
they are (a biometric identifier such as a palm print or iris scan).

Multi-factor authentication has been around a long time. Traditionally, either a smart card 
or specialized hardware gadget like a key fob were used as the second factor. For more 
than two decades, this has been the way banks secured ATM transactions and large 
enterprises grant access to remote workers. But adoption among small and mid-sized 
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companies has been limited because of the costs associated with distributing and 
managing the hardware. Some companies tried software tokens, which are generated by 
an app running on a user’s computer, but they proved less secure than hardware tokens, 
because they were ultimately communicating over the same “band”—the IP channel—
rather than being “out of band” and using the public telephone network or another, non-IP 
method.

Phone-based authentication addresses these drawbacks. Implementation costs are much 
lower than traditional two-factor authentication since phone-based authentication uses 
phones that users already own. It can be deployed almost instantly if you chose to go 
with a hosted solution and in days or weeks if you chose to build it yourself. For example, 
Box, which provides a secure content sharing platform to 15 million people and 150,000 
million businesses, was able to get up phone-based authentication up and running in just 
a few days using the Twilio cloud communications platform. Full integration into the Box 
application took a few weeks.

Phone-based authentication is also arguably more secure than other methods, since it 
can be configured to provide “proof” that a user is communicating with a genuine 
application, rather than with an attacker who is a running a classic man-in-the-middle-
attack. The way it works is that after a person provides a username and password, he or 
she receives a verification code along with a unique word or phrase that was chosen at 
the time of sign-up via voice or SMS.
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Phone-based authentication protects passwords 
at Intuit

When Ariege Misherghi, a product manager at Intuit Online Payroll, wanted to add an 
additional layer of security to protect customer data, she turned to phone-based 
verification. Using the Twilio cloud communications platform, developers were able to 
create an initial proof-of-concept in one afternoon. They then rapidly moved to usability 
testing and deployment to an initial set of pilot users. “Given the urgency around changing 
payroll information for employees before a payroll run, it was very important to find a low 

impact solution. We got great feedback from initial customers, explains 
Misherghi. With that feedback, Intuit made the decision to deploy the 
solution to their entire Intuit Online Payroll user base.

Phone-based authentication can protect companies and individuals 
even if their password is stolen. Without access to the phone that is 
registered to an account, an online criminal would not be able to 
access any information, even if he or she possessed the account’s 
password. The ongoing problem of individuals choosing easy-to-guess 
passwords or reusing the same password on many different accounts 
becomes a far less serious threat.
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Phone-based authentication protects servers at 
CloudPassage

Phone-based authentication not only protects individual passwords, it has also proven 
useful in protecting cloud communications infrastructure. According to Verizon’s 2012 
Data Breach Investigations Report, 94% of all data that was compromised in 2011 
involved servers and 97% of the breaches were avoidable through simple or intermediate 
controls. 

CloudPassage, a startup based in San Francisco, helps companies without dedicated 
security teams mitigate risk by automating everything from intrusion detection to host 
scanning and fire walls. Multi-factor authentication is one of the tools they offer. Rand 
Wacker, vice president of product management, said the company first deployed multi-
factor authentication using USB tokens, but switched to phone-based authentication 
because of its ease of use and the speed with which they could get customers up and 
running. CloudPassage’s developers created a phone-based authentication solution in 
just a few weeks, using the Ruby on Rails web framework. “Customers can actually 
register, deploy and secure their servers in literally ten minutes,” Wacker said.
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Should you buy phone-based authentication or 
build it?

Traditional user authentication solutions were complex and required specialized technical 
knowledge. Few businesses even considered the option of building it themselves. But 
phone-based authentication is different. Depending on the complexity of the desired 
authentication solution and whether a business has access to development talent, it could 
make perfect sense for a business to build an authentication solution using a 
communications API.

Here are the key factors to consider in making the decision to build or to buy:

1. Do you have developers on staff? 
The simplicity of building phone-based authentication using a telecommunications API like 
Twilio makes this an easy win, even for small one-person development teams. However, 
there are plenty of companies who don’t have a full-time developer and would rather not 
manage any code. In that case, a provider like Authy or Phone Factor might be a good 
bet.

2. Do you plan to integrate phone-based authentication into other business 
apps?
Companies who are interested in protecting multiple cloud-based apps with phone-based 
authentication are likely to benefit from building the app themselves. Efficiency gains 
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would come from the speed of deployment, as well as from the ability to avoid drawn out 
procurement cycles and the ongoing management of external vendors.

3. Are you rolling out phone-based authentication as part of a broader security 
upgrade?
If you are considering implementing phone-based authentication as part of a broader 
upgrade to your cloud security, a provider like CloudPassage, a Twilio partner that offers a 
server security platform, may represent your best bet. This is especially true if you lack in-
house security expertise.

Building phone-based authentication with Twilio
If you’ve decided to go down the path of building phone-based authentication, one of the 
quickest and easiest ways to do that is by using the Twilio cloud communications 
platform. Twilio offers APIs for both voice and SMS. By choosing Twilio, you benefit from 
immediate infrastructure access and vast scalability without any upfront capital 
commitments. Pricing is pay as you go, with volume discounts automatically applied.

To get started, here is some sample code.
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Build phone-based authentication with Php

 A basic phone-based authentication app does three things.

• It collects the username, phone number and the user’s preferred method of contact
• It generates and sends a verification code via text or voice message
• It compares a passcode that is submitted by the user with the verification code that 

is generated by the app

In the sample code, we generate a verification passcode based on some random 
information and send it to the user via text message. Next, the user logs in and enters the 
passcode. We check that the passcode is correct.

You can download this code from Github here: https://github.com/caseysoftware/Twilio-
PHP-TFA/
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<?php

session_start();

include 'Services/Twilio.php';

/*

 * This file simply includes our Account SID, Auth Token, and a Twilio phone

 * number denoted below as $fromNumber.

 */

include 'credentials.php';

/*

 * This function takes a username and a preferred contact method, generates a

 *   new password, and sends it to the user via their preferred contact method.

 *

 * This is the most complicated of all the functions because it has so many

 *   steps. If you look at each piece individually, none are complicated.

 */

function user_generate_token($username, $phoneNum, $method){

    global $accountsid, $authtoken, $fromNumber;

    // Create a new password

    $password = substr(md5(time().rand(0, 10^10)), 0, 10);

    // Store the username and password.

    $_SESSION['username'] = $username;

    $_SESSION['password'] = $password;

    $client = new Services_Twilio($accountsid, $authtoken);

    // Prepare the message with the password embedded

    $content = ('sms' == $method) ? "Your newly generated password is ".$password :
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        "https://twimlets.com/message?Message%5B0%5D=Your%20newly%20generated

%20password%20is%20%2C%2C" .

        urlencode(preg_replace("/(.)/i", "\${1},,", $password)) .

        "%20To%20repeat%20that%2C%20your%20password%20is%20%2C%2C" . 

urlencode(preg_replace("/(.)/i", "\${1},,", $password));

    $method  = ('sms' == $method) ? 'sms_messages' : 'calls';

    // Send the message via SMS or Voice

    $item = $client->account->$method->create(

                $fromNumber,    // The Twilio number we're sending from

                $phoneNum,      // The user's phone number

                $content

            );

    $message = "A new password has been generated and sent to your phone number.";

    return $message;

}

https://twimlets.com/message?Message%5B0%5D=Your%20newly%20generated%20password%20is%20%2C%2C
https://twimlets.com/message?Message%5B0%5D=Your%20newly%20generated%20password%20is%20%2C%2C
https://twimlets.com/message?Message%5B0%5D=Your%20newly%20generated%20password%20is%20%2C%2C
https://twimlets.com/message?Message%5B0%5D=Your%20newly%20generated%20password%20is%20%2C%2C


function user_login($username, $submitted) {

    // Retrieve the stored password

    $stored = $_SESSION['password'];

    // Compare the retrieved vs the stored password

    if ($stored == $submitted) {

        $message = "Hello and welcome back $username";

    } else {

        $message = "Sorry, that's an invalid username and password combination.";

    }

    // Clean up after ourselves

    unset($_SESSION['username']);

    unset($_SESSION['password']);

    return $message;

}

The user enters the passcode, and we verify that it is correct.



Build phone-based authentication with Node.js

Here is another version of a phone-based authentication app using Node.js. The app is 
designed to cover the following behaviors:

• A user attempts to log in to your website
• A random verification code is generated and the application initiates a call to the 

user’s verified phone number
• The user is prompted to enter the code and given real-time feedback
• If the code is entered successfully, the user is forwarded to their account dashboard
• If the code is entered incorrectly, the user must log in again.

You can download the code from Github here: https://github.com/jonmarkgo/twilio-
node-2factorauth

Step One: Getting Started
To get started, you will need a public web server with Node.js installed. If you are new to 
Node.js, I recommend reading our article on Getting Started with Twilio and Node.js, as it 
explains how to get running for the first time. Once you have that all set up, you will need 
to install a couple of additional packages by running the following commands in your 
Terminal:
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Step Two: Front-end
Now that your environment is all set up, we can start writing our app. The first step is to 
write the Jade template code that will generate the HTML for your login page. Create a 
folder called ‘views’ and a file named index.jade within it. The following code goes in that 
file:
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!!! html

html

  head

    title Two-Factor Authentication with Twilio, Node.js, and Socket.io

    script(src='/socket.io/socket.io.js')

    script(src='http://code.jquery.com/jquery-latest.js')

    link(rel='stylesheet', href='/bootstrap/css/bootstrap.min.css') 

    link(rel='stylesheet', href='/bootstrap/css/bootstrap-responsive.min.css') 

  body

    div.container

      h1 Two-Factor Auth Demo

      div.alert.alert-info#verify

        h1 Verification Code:

        br

        div#code

        br

$ npm install jade

$ npm install socket.io

http://jade-lang.com/
http://jade-lang.com/
http://code.jquery.com/jquery-latest.js'
http://code.jquery.com/jquery-latest.js'


This code may look somewhat daunting if you are not familiar with Jade, but in reality 
most of the tags correspond directly to standard HTML tags, with shorthand for setting 
IDs and Classes for CSS styles. For example, div.myclass#myid is essentially the same as 
writing ‘<div id=”myid” class=”myclass”></div>’ You may also notice that the JavaScript 
and CSS files for Twitter Bootstrap are included. This is purely for the purpose of making 
this demo look more visually appealing. If you wish to include this portion of the 
application, you can download the bootstrap files and extract them into the ‘bootstrap’ 
directory within your main application directory.

Now that we have defined the look and feel of our hypothetical login form, we can add the 
front-end JavaScript that will make it feel interactive to the end user. We are going to split 
the JavaScript code into multiple parts and explain each snippet individually so that it will 
be clear what is going on.
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      div.row

        div.span5

          img#nyan(src='/bootstrap/poptart1red1.gif')

          form.well#loginform

            fieldset

              legend Login to Access Secrets

              div.control-group

                input#username(placeholder='Username')

                input#password(type='password',placeholder='Password')

                input#phonenumber(placeholder='+18881234567')

              div.form-actions

                input#submit.btn.btn-primary(type='submit',value='Log In')

http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/
http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/
http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/assets/bootstrap.zip
http://twitter.github.com/bootstrap/assets/bootstrap.zip
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loginform.submit(function (e) {

  e.preventDefault();

  socket.emit('set username', username.val());

  socket.emit('set password', password.val());

  socket.emit('init phone', phonenumber.val());

}).focus();

The following code sample handles the submission of the form (when the user clicks the 
login button). It first prevents the actual submission event, which by default makes a 
POST request to the address specified in the ‘action’ parameter of the <form> tag. We 
then emit three socket events, each with a specific action. The first and second send the 
username and password data along to the server and the third sends along the user’s 
phone number. If this example were running in production you would likely have the user’s 
phone number saved in the database along with their account information, but for the 
purposes of this code sample we will specify it in the login form.
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This next snippet of code handles the ‘newcode’ event, which is sent from the server 
to the client upon generation of a new verification code. This handles the display of the 
code on the front-end and the initialization of all CSS classes associated with it so that 
the user can get started with the authentication process. The last, larger snippet of 
JavaScript code handles the events associated with the actual authentication process. 
When each digit is entered, the server checks to see if the code is valid and then emits 
the proper socket event so that the user can see a real-time visual response. Now that 
the front-end portion of this application is complete, I recommend checking out the 
entire index.jade file so that you can see how all of the pieces fit together.

socket.on('newcode', function (val) {
  $("#verify").show();
  $("#verify").removeClass("alert-error");
  $("#verify").removeClass("alert-success");
  $("#verify").addClass("alert-info");
  $("#verify").html(‘<h1>Verification Code:</h1><br><div id="code"></div><br>’);
  for(var i =0; i < String(val).length; i++)
  {
    $("#code").append('<span id="code'+i+'" class="badge" style="font-size:
50px;">'+String(val).charAt(i)+'</span>');
  }
});

https://gist.github.com/raw/2378931/6f64ccb0ddedb4df9344a0d40a229d5d3371ced0/index.jade
https://gist.github.com/raw/2378931/6f64ccb0ddedb4df9344a0d40a229d5d3371ced0/index.jade
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Step Three: Back-end
In your main application directory, create a file called app.js–this is the primary 
Node.js application file. The first portion of this file deals with configuration of 
Express, User Sessions, and Node-Twilio. You will need to make changes here and 
include your Twilio account credentials, your server hostname, and the outgoing 
phone number that you will be using for verification. You can also change the 
session secret and key as well as the application port, though it is not necessary in 
order to run the demo.

var client = new TwilioClient('ACxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx', 

'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx', 'yourwebsite.com');

var phone = client.getPhoneNumber('+18881234567');

app.configure(function () {

  app.set('view engine', 'jade');

  app.set('view options', {layout: false});

  app.use(express.cookieParser());

  app.use("/bootstrap", express['static'](__dirname + '/bootstrap'));

  app.use(express.session({

    secret: 'secret',

    key: 'express.sid',

    store: store = new MemoryStore()

  }));

});

 

app.get('/', function (req, res) {

  res.render('index', {username: req.session.username, phonenumber: 

req.session.phonenumber});

});

 

app.listen(8080);
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This next snippet of code handles the events that are emitted when the user clicks on 
the Log In button on the front-end. It demonstrates how you can save the username 
and password into session data. In a production application, we recommend 
encrypting the password on the front-end and NOT storing it in session information. It 
is included in this code sample to show how session data is stored and retrieved.

The session event ‘init phone’ is emitted when the user logs in, and it handles the 
initiation of the phone call to the end user so that they can authenticate 
themselves. 

The first important thing to notice is that you can change the length of the 
verification code merely by modifying a variable, ‘codelength.’ The second thing 
to notice is that rather than defining a callback URL that renders TwiML in Node.js  
(such as in the PHP, Ruby, or Python helper libraries), this URL is generated and 

socket.on('set username', function (val) {

 sess.reload(function () {

   sess.username = val;

   sess.touch().save();

  });

});

socket.on('set password', function (val) {

  sess.reload(function () {

    sess.password = val;

    sess.touch().save();

  });

});
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passed along dynamically. This creates a unique event-based flow where we can 
simply say that when a call is ‘answered’ we want to execute the following code. 
Within this event handler we also Gather the first Digit that the user enters for their 
verification code.

The last portion of our Node.js application is a function that handles each Digit that the 
user enters. It is a recursive function that verifies each Digit as it is entered and emits 
the proper events so that the user sees real-time feedback on the front-end. Since we 
are Gathering a single Digit at a time, the user experience feels as if the user is 
interacting with the login form in real time.
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socket.on('init phone', function (val) {

  sess.reload(function () {

    sess.phonenumber = val;

    var codelength = 4; //# of digits in the verification code

    sess.verify = Math.floor(Math.random() * (Math.pow(10, (codelength - 1)) * 9)) + 

Math.pow(10, (codelength - 1));

    sess.touch().save();

    socket.emit('newcode', sess.verify);

    phone.setup(function () {

      phone.makeCall(val, null, function (call) {

        call.on('answered', function (reqParams, res) {

          console.log('Call answered');

          var intro = new Twiml.Say('Hello, ' + sess.username + '. Please enter your ' + 

String(sess.verify).length + ' digit verification code!');

          res.append(getDigit(0, sess.verify).append(intro));

          res.send();

        });

 

        call.on('ended', function (reqParams) {

          console.log('Call ended');

        });

      });

    });

  });

});



Conclusion
Phone-based password authentication is a quick, easy and affordable way to safeguard 
corporate data and protect users against password breaches. In a world built on the 
concept of layered security, phone-based authentication provides critical protection while 
freeing up resources to focus on other risks. The solution doesn’t require specialized IT 
skills to implement or manage, and a new customer or employee can receive full 
protection in just a few minutes. Anyone looking for a low-cost way to immediately 
increase security, should consider deploying phone-based password authentication today.
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